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PRESS RELEASE
SECO-INSTITUTE AND ADPP entered into a strategic partnership

April 28, 2020

The SECO-Institute and ADPP today announced that they have entered into a
strategic partnership to help organisations, teams and individuals improve their
Privacy & Data Protection

There is a growing need for an increased number of and better qualified Cyber Security and Data
Protection professionals. This can only be achieved by developing and offering a place where Data
Professionals can meet to share their thoughts, challenges, triumphs, and where they come to learn
about the most important and up to date issues affecting their industry.
SECO-Institute and ADPP both offer a broad range of services for their members. With this
partnership SECO and ADPP can offer a one-stop-shop for professionals who are looking for the
latest information about privacy and data protection.
Vincent Jentjens, Chairman of the SECO-Institute: “We are proud to partner with ADPP, as this
partnership will increase the value of our global proposition of Cyber Security and Data Privacy
courseware and exams. The fact that ADPP is choosing to expand its course portfolio with the SECOInstitute certifications, is a big step towards achieving our goal. We aim to improve security and data
privacy through our globally recognised certifications, professional development courses and
networking opportunities.
Penny Heyes, CCO of ADPP: “The SECO-Institute develops the highest quality Cyber Security & Data
Privacy courses. Their deep insight into how people learn is engineered into every course,
accelerating understanding and workplace application. We are delighted to offer the SECO-Institute
courses to our members and organize knowledge events with them.“

About ADPP:

Since global regulations surrounding data privacy and protection have strengthened the data
handling framework, the data professional is core to the management of every organization.
Many Data Protection Officers and Heads of Compliance are working in isolation.
ADPP(The Arena for Data Protection Professionals) has been established as a peer to peer
community where support is available for anyone dealing with data: DPOs, Heads of
Compliance, CTOs, CISOs, Marketing Communications managers, Customer Service managers,
CIOs.
ADPP runs regular webinars, virtual events, plus workshops, online courses. We offer advice
(from other professionals) on technology product selection, a curated news feed and a
discussion forum. We will be launching a new recruitment and freelanace market place
service later in 2020.
We are organizing face to face events, where we can meet, under Chatham House rule, to
network with our Data Protection and Privacy Peers. At these networking events, we will ask
a guest speaker to talk for a few minutes about a topical issue where we can learn and
debate.
www.digitalarena.co. Follow us on Twitter @digitalarenaco
About SECO-Institute:
Security & Continuity Institute (SECO) is Europe’s leading institute for highly qualified Security &
Continuity certifications and the body of knowledge of the Cyber Security & Governance
Certification Program.
At SECO-Institute we have a very strong belief that there is a growing need in the world for more
and better qualified Cyber Security and Business Resilience professionals. This can only be
achieved by developing and offering a complete range of courses per expertise which enables
professionals to educate themselves and make a career in a fast changing and growing market.
SECO-Institute came to existence in 2008 when the Security Academy Netherlands started to
develop certification courses in Security and Business Continuity. Security Academy and started to
develop an internationally recognised Cyber Security & Governance Certification Program.
SECO’s mission is to educate professionals for job-specific expertise in Security & Continuity from
beginner to senior level. With worldwide highly qualified training and examination partners,
personal certification titles and an independent courseware development centre, SECO-Institute
is the European alternative for American certifications.
More information:
Please visit the website: http://www.seco-institute.org/ or contact Vincent Jentjens at:
vincent.jentjens@seco-institute.org or +31(0)6 41713389.

